Mate’s rates terms and conditions
Offer date: From March 2011 to December 2011.

Definitions:
The client: The company or individual requesting the services of Designer Mate
Designer Mate: The owner of Designer Mate.

Mate’s Rates
The mate’s rates offer gives you a one off 10% discount in one of two ways described below.
This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.
There are two ways to get a discount for work commissioned from Designer Mate and this offer can be
used with web design, graphic design or technical illustration design services from Designer Mate.

Choice 1: A mate of an actual mate.
The first way is to prove you are a mate of one of my actual mates and you can do this by getting in
touch with me and providing proof of how you are connected with my mate. I will except proof via an
email from our mutual friend or by confirming who you are via Face book or Linked in, this only includes
people positions 1-6 inclusive like six degrees of separation.

Choice 2: Repeat work.
The second way is by accumulating three completed jobs with 'Designer mate' and the fourth job
qualifies for the discount. This applies to existing clients who provide repeat work and the discount can
only be used once. Existing clients may also use choice 1 above to recommend their mates for a
discount to Designer Mate.
The circumstance for the right to the discount must be clear before a job request is made. A quotation
will show the rate for the job and 10% discount before the job starts. The client may confirm they are in
agreement with the discount/quotation provided and wish to proceed with the design service, by placing
a request in writing to Designer Mate to proceed and by paying a deposit of 50% before work starts.
This offer is subject to the graphic design and web design terms and conditions.
These terms and conditions are available on Designer Mate website.
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